Surface anchoring strength of the alignment layer on liquid crystal (LC) determines electrooptic characteristics in the LC devices. This paper investigates how azimuthal and polar anchoring strength affects the electro-optic performance of a fringe-field switching (FFS) mode associated with electrode structure, cell gap and dielectric anisotropy of the LC by numerical simulation. Our important findings in the FFS mode are that both azimuthal and polar anchoring energy can considerably affect the operating voltage and also maximum transmittance when using a LC with positive dielectric anisotropy; however, when using a LC with negative dielectric anisotropy only azimuthal anchoring energy affects electro-optic characteristics. The study proposes an optimal design of an alignment layer for maximizing transmittance in the FFS mode.
Introduction
Nowadays, liquid crystal displays (LCDs) are widely used in all display applications owing to the characteristics such as lightness, thinness, low power consumption, and superior image quality. For better optical performances, researchers have been developing the advanced liquid crystal (LC) mode such as twisted nematic, in-plane switching, multi-domain vertical alignment, and fringe-field switching (FFS) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The initial alignment of LC molecules in these advanced LC modes in common can be realized by rubbing method which has some advantages such as fast and simple working process. In addition, this process can provide superior anchoring energy to the LC molecules on the polyimide (PI) layer. The surface anchoring energy of an alignment layer contributes to the optical performance of LCDs such as operating voltage, decay time, transmittance and phase transition for bi-stable state [6, 7] . However, direct contact for initial LC alignment between a PI layer and rubbing roller seriously results in damages from static electricity and residual materials such as dust and scratches on a PI layer. Also, rubbing mura and rubbing-related light leakage in the dark state exist because of non-rubbed region near electrodes and nonuniformity of the anchoring strength from display position to position so that the contrast ratio of the device is seriously decreased and also the nonuniformity in grey scale is generated [8] .
In order to overcome the above-mentioned problems, various non-contact alignment methods have been developed [9] [10] [11] [12] . Among them is a photo-decomposition type which is commercialized now [13] . In this case, a photosensitive polymer is known to produce homogeneous alignment of the LC molecules perpendicular to the linearly polarized (LP) ultra-violet (UV) light because the LPUV light breaks the polymer backbones lying parallel to the UV polarization at the surface, revealing the photoalignment effect [12] . However, including the LPUV, most of the non-contact alignment method represents relatively weak azimuthal and polar anchoring energy compared to those with mechanical rubbing method [14] .
In the FFS mode, the transmittance is directly concerned with cell parameters such as cell retardation [15, 16] , sign and magnitude of LC's dielectric anisotropy [17] , cell gap [18, 19] and electrode width and distance between electrodes [20, 21] . Up to our knowledge, detail studies how each azimuthal and polar anchoring energy affects electro-optics of a FFS cell have not been reported. Considering non-contact method for LC alignment of a FFS LC cell which is commercialized now, this paper investigates how the magnitude of anchoring energy affects electro-optical performance of the FFS LC cell in different cell conditions. Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of the schematic cell structure and LC orientation in voltage off and on states in a FFS cell, in which the common electrode and the patterned pixel electrode with width (w) and distance (l) between them exist on the bottom substrate. The passivation layer is inserted between two electrodes, in which the electrodes are consisted of transparent materials. The LCs are homogeneously aligned in an initial state where the optical axis of the LC is parallel to one of the crossed polarizer axis. Therefore, the LC cell can achieve the dark state in the absence of an electric field. By applying a voltage to the LC cell, the fringe electric (E)-field with both horizontal (E y ) and vertical (E z ) components is generated between patterned and common electrodes. The dielectric and elastic torque based on the fringe E-field are able to rotate LC directors in the bottom and middle LC layer over whole electrode surface depending on an electrode position so that the optical transmittance is increased. However, the optical transmittance of a FFS mode is periodically oscillated along electrode direction [22] . In general, position C (at the edge of electrodes) in a FFS mode represents stronger horizontal E-field than other positions whereas more intensive E z component is induced at position B (between the centre and the edge of the electrode). Both E y and E z are zero at the middle of the electrode (position A). Consequently, at position C, the LCs are mostly rotated near bottom surface due to strong E y . The intensity of E-field along z-axis continuously decreases from bottom to the top substrate. Therefore, the LC configuration at position C is similar to twisted nematic LC cell and light modulation occurs because of polarization rotation. In contrast, LC molecules at position A are twisted by elastic torque of its neighbouring molecules. However, the LCs on each surface layer at position A are not fully rotated due to the surface anchoring energy and weak E-field components whereas the LCs in the middle of LC layer can be aligned to y-direction. The final LC configuration at position A is similar to an IPS LC cell whose light modulation depends on the phase retardation effect [23] . Consequently, the normalized light transmittance in FFS cell using a positive dielectric LC material is determined by the following equation (1) [18] : (1) where A, B, C and D are fitting parameters, d is a cell gap, Δn is a birefringence of LC layer and λ is the wavelength of the incident light. The first and second term are related to the phase retardation and polarization rotation effect, respectively.
Switching principle of the FFS cell and simulation conditions
Another interesting point in the FFS mode is that the homogeneously aligned LCs in an initial state is deformed along the fringe-field direction so that the tilt as well as twist reorientation of LCs does occur with bias voltage, implying that magnitude of both polar ( θ W ) and azimuthal ( ϕ W ) surface anchoring energy (W) at the interface of LC and an alignment layer might affect electro-optic characteristics of the FFS mode.
In order to investigate the effect on surface anchoring energy of an alignment layer, potential distribution and LC director configuration as function of cell parameters such as electrode pitch, cell gap and type of a LC material are calculated. We performed a computer simulation using the commercially available software 'TechWiz LCD' (Sanayisystem, Korea), where the dynamics of LC director is simulated based on Eriksen-Leslie theory [24] . The LC director configuration of an LC cell is calculated by minimizing the Gibbs free energy [25] . The Gibbs free energy is composed of three energy terms as following equation (2):
Gibbs free energy elastic energy e lectric energy surface anchoring energy (2) Generally, the third term for LC molecules on alignment layers is often omitted because LC on the alignment layer assumes to be strongly anchored such that surface anchoring strength W is infinite [26] . The calculated LC configuration without considering the third term is well in agreement with experiment results, especially for cells with rubbed alignment layer whose anchoring strength is in order of 10 −3 J/m 2 . However, the anchoring strength of photoalignment layer is not as strong as that of rubbed alignment layer with order of 10 −5 J m −2 [27] so that the last term surely needs to take into account Gibbs free energy to calculate exact electro-optical characteristics. Under a weak anchoring condition, the effective cell gap d increases to d + b, where b is the extrapolation length defined as b = K/W (K is elastic coefficient of LC material) [28] . Consequently, electro-optic performances of LC device are strongly affected by magnitude of anchoring energy. In conventional vertical alignment mode where vertically aligned LCs experiences bend deformation by a vertical electric field, K and W are replaced by bend elastic constant K 33 and θ W , whereas in the in-plane switching mode where homogenously aligned LCs experiences in-plane rotation by in-plane field both are replaced by K 22 and ϕ W [29, 30] . In the FFS mode, the reorientation of LC by applied fringe-electric field is rather complex as described above and schematically drawn in figure 1(b) such that tilt as well as twist deformation does occur, implying that both θ W and ϕ W need to take into account for calculating electro-optics.
In this study, 2 × 2 extended Jones matrix is applied for an optical transmittance calculation. For the electro-optic calculations, the LC material (K 11 = 13.2 pN, K 22 = 6.6 pN, K 33 = 15.4 pN, Δε = 7.9, γ = 72 mPa s, Δn = 0.1 at 587.3 nm) is used and the magnitude of both θ W and ϕ W is varied to investigate its effects on electro-optic performances of a FFS LC cell. The width of patterned electrode and distance between patterned electrodes are 3 μm and 4.5 μm, respectively. The thickness of the passivation layer between patterned and common electrodes is 0.25 μm and d is 3.4 μm. The alignment direction of LC director is 83° with respect to y-direction. The surface pretilt angle for both substrates is 0° since a planar alignment layer with photoalignment process gives rise to almost zero pretilt angle in general [27] . In addition, when calculation normalized transmittance, the T o is defined as the transmittance of a cell with two parallel polarizers in the voltage-off state. In order to analysis why the optical transmittance of the FFS cell with +LC is affected by anchoring energy, we calculate the transmittance along electrode position at V op which shows maximum transmittance T 100 , as shown in the figure 3(a) . The transmittance difference in cells between reference and No.5 is small near edge of electrodes (electrode position C). The initial LC orientation on bottom surface layer at position C under reference anchoring condition is not changed due to the infinite anchoring strength, but the intensity of E-field is enough to rotate the LC director to horizontal E-field direction so that polarization rotation effect is still available. On the other hand, positions A and D as shown in figure 3(a) under No.5 anchoring condition contribute to higher transmittance than that in the conventional FFS cell. In order to understand this behavior in details, azimuthal and tilt angles in reference and No.5 condition are calculated at two electrode positions C and D, as shown in figures 3(b) and (c). The profile of tilt angles in cells of the reference and No.5 is about the same each other implying that the magnitude of θ W , 10 −3 is strong enough to give the same profile in tilt angles. On the other hand, the LCs of the FFS cell under No.5 condition are more twisted towards horizontal field direction due to a weaker azimuthal anchoring strength. In addition, LC director at position D where the LCs can be twisted by pure elastic torque of neighbouring LCs due to absence of an E y rotate more in No. 5 than in the reference due to weak azimuthal anchoring strength.
Simulation results and discussion
The electrode width and distance between them is one of the factors for improving the transmittance of the FFS mode. Commonly, the electrode configuration with fine w and l results in higher V op [20, 21] . Figure 4(a) represents the V-T curves of the FFS cell with +LC in different pitch conditions (6, 7.5, 9) in μm with strong anchoring energy of infinity. Here, all other cell parameters are the same as the above except for the electrode pitch and the pitch is defined by summation of w and l. Also, we restrict the width of patterned electrode to 3 μm. As expected, the cell with pitch 6 μm (w = 3 μm, l = 3 μm) shows the best optical transmittance (0.676) at 4.8 V among all pitch conditions under strong anchoring condition. In order to confirm the effect of anchoring condition under different pitches, we apply the anchoring condition No. 5 to each cell. As expected, the V-T curves shift to the left and also exhibit higher transmittance in all cells with weaker azimuthal anchoring conditions compared to the cells with strong anchoring conditions, as shown in figures 4(a) and (b). The transmittance of the pitch 6 μm records 0.730 at 4.4 V, in which the transmittance is improved by about 8% and the V op is decreased by about 9%, while the increase rate of transmittance for the cell with the pitch 9.0 μm is about 10%. The results clearly indicate that the effects of ϕ W on V-T curves of the FFS cells are still valid irrespective of the electrode pitch. Magnitude of surface anchoring energy of an alignment layer strongly affects electro-optics of the FFS cell. At the same time, the cell gap also strongly affects transmittance and response time of an FFS cell. The transmittance in an FFS mode can be improved by increasing a cell gap which affects the mauguin parameter for wave guiding in twisted LC configuration at electrode position C and elastic torque between neighbouring LCs in bulk LC layer at electrode positions A and D, as explained in the switching principle [18, 19] . Figures 5(a) and (b) shows V-T curves for the FFS cells with +LC as a function of cell gaps with two anchoring conditions: ref. and No.3. As the cell gap decreases, the transmittance decreases but its decreasing ratio can be smaller with anchoring condition No.3 such that the transmittance of the FFS cell at d = 2.8 μm can be improved by 6.5% compared to the cell with strong anchoring condition. Figure 5(c) shows the transmittance profile along y direction, clearly showing that the cell with anchoring condition No.3 exhibits a better transmittance mainly at electrode positions A, C, and D compared to those with strong anchoring condition. In the FFS cell, its decay response time is mainly determined by LC's elastic restoring force proportional to γ d 2 /K 22 . Therefore, reduction of d is inevitable to achieve a very fast decay response time, which results in a decrease in transmittance. Conclusively speaking, controlling anchoring energy of an alignment layer while decreasing the d is required to achieve a high transmittance as well as a fast response time in the FFS cell.
The transmittance of the FFS mode also depends on the sign of dielectric anisotropy of LC material such that the LC with negative dielectric anisotropy (−LC) is higher than that of +LC [20, 21, [33] [34] [35] . In the FFS mode, the +LC will try to orient parallel to the field; however, the −LC orients perpendicular to the electric field. In other words, the +LC will tilt upward highly along the fringe field at electrode position B whereas the fringe field at that position will generate much less tilt angle with −LC [23] . Therefore, in order to understand clearly how the observed electro-optic characteristics with +LC might be changed with −LC depending on anchoring conditions of an alignment layer, we apply the same anchoring strength conditions to the FFS cells with −LC. In this study, the −LC material has physical properties, such as dielectric anisotropy Δε = −4.1, rotational viscosity γ = 143 mPa s, Δn = 0.097 63 at 633 nm, K 11 = 14. W decreases from 10 −3 to 10 −5 , which follows the same behavior of those of +LC. However, the maximum transmittance of the FFS cell with −LC is not much affected by one order decrease of θ W , unlike the FFS cells with +LC. Figure 6(b) shows the electrode-position dependent transmittance along y direction for two cells with anchoring conditions No.5 and No.6. As clearly indicated, the transmittance difference between the two cells exists slightly at electrode position C but it is almost negligible at electrode positions A and D where the rotating angle of LC director is determined by elastic torque between neighbouring molecules. Conclusively speaking, when a −LC is used in the FFS mode, the tilt angle at electrode position B is much smaller compared to that with +LC because the vertical component E z of a fringe-electric field suppresses a tilt angle of LC director so that the magnitude of θ W affects the maximal transmittance of the FFS cell much less than that with +LC. Finally, the transmittance and the transmittance difference of the FFS cells with −LC depending on anchoring conditions are summarized in figure 6(c). As indicated, the transmittance can be improved more than 6% with anchoring condition No.5 compared to that with Reference, however, it is about 1% between two cells No.5 and No.6, suggesting that controlling azimuthal anchoring energy rather than polar anchoring energy is more important to improve a transmittance and lower an operating voltage in the FFS cell with −LC.
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied how azimuthal and polar anchoring strength of an alignment layer affects electro-optic performance of the FFS mode with numerical simulation. From the investigation, we confirm that the smaller azimuthal anchoring energy, its transmittance becomes higher and operating voltage decreases irrespective of cell gaps, electrode structures, and sign of dielectric anisotropy. Very interestingly, the polar anchoring strength in the FFS cell with +LC can considerably have an effect on the maximum transmittance; however, its effect becomes negligible in the FFS cell with −LC. This result is highly important to design an alignment layer to maximize the light efficiency of an FFS-LCD. 
